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Influencer Marketing for Brands: What YouTube and Instagram Can Teach You About the Future of Digital AdvertisingApress, 2019

	
		In the next few years, brands are on track to spend billions of dollars on influencer marketing. This form of marketing?currently utilized with great success on Instagram and YouTube?is not a short-lived fad, but a tectonic shift for the future of digital advertising. It's the way of the future, and the responsibility is on...
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Analytical Mechanics of Space Systems (AIAA Education)American Institute of Aeronautics, 2003

	KINEMATICS is a branch of dynamics that studies aspects of motion apart from considerations of masses and forces. Essentially, Kinematics is a collection of vector/matrix methods to describe positions, velocities and accelerations of particles and rigid bodies, as viewed from various reference frames. The sub-eld of Particle Kinematics...
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Fundamentals of Global Positioning System Receivers: A Software Approach (Wiley Series in Microwave and Optical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
All the expert guidance you need to understand, build, and operate GPS receivers
The Second Edition of this acclaimed publication enables readers to understand and apply the complex operation principles of global positioning system (GPS) receivers. Although GPS receivers are widely used in everyday life to aid in positioning and navigation,...
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Microsoft Tabular Modeling CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	No prior knowledgeof tabular modeling is needed to benefit from this brilliant cookbook. This is the total guide to developing and managing analytical models using the Business Intelligence Semantic Models technology.


	Overview

	
		Develop tabular models for personal use
	
		Learn about the modeling...
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The IT Girl's Guide to Becoming an Excel DivaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Apply Excel daily and smooth out life's wrinkles

Who knew a spreadsheet could do as much for you as your favorite moisturizer? Become a Microsoft Excel Diva with this sassy guide and discover what hip IT Girls already know: smart is beautiful. Impress the heck out of everyone at work with your stylish reports. Do a budget and see exactly...
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Harrison's Principles of Internal Medicine 16th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2004
THE NEW COLOR OF MEDICINE HUNDREDS OF DIAGRAMS AND CLINICAL PHOTOS INTEGRATED INTO THE TEXT - FOR THE FIRST TIME IN FULL COLOR *This description refers to the single-volume of Harrison's Principles of Internal Medicine, 16/e. The Harrison's name is synonymous with internal medicine. HPIM continues to be the most authoritative and #1 selling medical...
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The Mind of the MathematicianJohns Hopkins, 2007
What makes mathematicians tick? How do their minds process formulas and concepts that, for most of the rest of the world's population, remain mysterious and beyond comprehension? Is there a connection between mathematical creativity and mental illness?

In The Mind of the Mathematician, internationally famous mathematician Ioan James and...
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Excel Hacks: 100 Industrial-Strength Tips and ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
The tips and tools in Excel Hacks  include little known "backdoor" adjustments for everything  from reducing workbook and worksheet frustration to hacking  built-in features such as pivot tables, charts, formulas and  functions, and even the macro language.  This resourceful,  roll-up-your-sleeves guide...
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Excel Formulas and Functions For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Learn to use Excel for practical, day-to-day calculations


	Excel is a powerful program with more than 300 built-in functions that can be used to perform an almost infinite number of calculations. This friendly book shows you how to use the 150 most valuable ones in real-world situations: to compare the cost of buying vs....
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Seismic Wave TheoryCambridge University Press, 2019

	Perfect for senior undergraduates and first-year graduate students in geophysics, physics, mathematics, geology and engineering, this book is devoted exclusively to seismic wave theory. The result is an invaluable teaching tool, with its detailed derivations of formulas, clear explanations of topics, exercises along with selected answers, and an...
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How to Compete in the Age of Artificial Intelligence: Implementing a Collaborative Human-Machine Strategy for Your BusinessApress, 2018

	Get started with artificial intelligence in your business. This book will help you understand AI, its implications, and how to adopt a strategy that is rational, relevant, and practical.

	

	
		Beyond the buzzwords and the technology complexities, organizations are struggling to understand what AI means for their industry...
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Practical PowerPivot & DAX Formulas for Excel 2010McGraw-Hill, 2010

	PowerPivot: What a name! Or I should really say what’s in a name? Powerful Pivoting? Pivot-table for power users?


	PowerPivot is a lot more than that. When I started the PowerPivot project back in 2007, along with Amir Netz (Microsoft BI Distinguished Engineer), the incubation project was called BI Sandbox. We had been looking...
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